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The Treaty of Lisbon and its new institutions are now moving at cruising speed. After the Spanish rotating 
presidency, it is time to learn from a semester defined by three pressing and unresolved challenges: the 
limits of the European Union on the global scene, the adaptation process to the new institutional system 
and the need for Spain to revise its objectives in the European Union. 
The immediate future of the EU will be decided through three new scenarios: the multipolar reality, 
European institutions and the role of the capitals. But it also depends on the Union’s ability to find new 
areas of visibility for the rotating presidencies, still a key tool in bringing the European project closer to its 
citizens. 
 
 
09:00   Welcome  

• Lisbon year I: The Treaty’s loose ends 

• Jordi Vaquer, Director CIDOB  

• Representative of the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation 
 

09:30 – 10:30 In the name of Europe 
Can the European Union exercise leadership in foreign policy in this new global 
order? Did the Lisbon Treaty helped to amplify Europe’s voice on global stage? 
New tools, new dynamism? 

Chair: Jordi Vaquer, Director CIDOB  

• José Ignacio Torreblanca, Head of the Madrid Office of the European Council on 
Foreign Relations 

• Ferran Tarradellas, EC Spokesperson for International Cooperation, Humanitarian 
Aid and Crisis Response 

• Cristina Gallach, former Spokesperson of the Spanish Rotating Presidency and of 
the former High Representative for EU Foreign, Security and Defence Policy. 

 
10:30 – 11:00 Debate 
 
 
11:00 - 11:30 Coffee Break  
 
 
11:30 – 12:30 Rotating presidencies: much ado about nothing 

Is this post-Lisbon Europe stronger and more democratic? The Lisbon Treaty has 
brought new leaderships, taking the visibility away from the rotating presidencies 
and leaving them with the technical work. Rotating presidencies need a new 
political agenda.  

Chair: Albert Moreno, Secretary for the EU of the Generalitat of Catalunya 

• István Hegedüs, Chairman of the Hungarian Europe Society.  

• Xavier Vidal-Folch, Deputy Director of El País.  

• Michal Natorski, Postdoctoral Researcher of the Universitat Autònoma de 
Barcelona. 

 
12:30 – 13:00 Debate 
 
 
13:00  Conclusions: Carme Colomina, Senior Researcher, CIDOB 
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